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In 2005, Darrel Hawthorne introduced the Hawthorne 
Audio brand of DIY speaker components to the world.  
Through a newly launched website, open baffle (OB) drivers 
and a limited variety of professionally finished products were 
offered to a community of DIY’ers and OB aficionados.  These 
initial offerings were differentiated from other OB products by 
their purpose built design, low price and incredible 
performance.   

As the customer base broadened, supported by a 
thriving online forum and several glowing professional 
reviews, an even higher level of performance was sought and 
achieved with the Sterling Silver Iris line of products.  
Released in 2008, the Sterling Silver Iris became the new 
reference standard in open baffle speaker components.  Cast 
woofer baskets, improved high frequency drivers and 
audiophile level crossover components all contributed to the 
improved performance of the Sterling Silver Iris line of 
products. 

Refusing to become complacent, Darrel Hawthorne 
enlisted the support of an exclusive group of audio artisans 
and began work on the new reference standard in open baffle 
speaker technology.  Enter the Rainier, the pinnacle of OB 
performance and technology.  The centerpiece of the Rainier is 
the new Silver Iris Reference AMT driver.  100% hand built in 
the US; this patented broad band Air Motion Transformer style 
driver is mated to a cultured marble wave guide.  The 
configuration is groundbreaking and yields impressive dipole 
performance that blends seamlessly with the radiation pattern 
of the dynamic drivers. 

Recognizing that the new driver would require an 
equally impressive  foundation, Hawthorne Audio awarded 
exclusive baffle design and manufacturing responsibility to 
Mike Kelly aka Woodsage.  From his shop in the Pacific 
Northwest, Woodsage produces heirloom quality baffles that 
are expertly hewn from only the finest exotic hardwoods. 

The Hawthorne Audio Rainiers are handmade to order 
and available now.  With a variety of custom finishes, the 
Rainiers can be built to reflect your personal tastes while 
achieving a performance level that is unmatched.   If you feel 
your audio journey is incomplete, consider auditioning a pair 
of Hawthorne Audio Rainiers; the pinnacle of performance, 
materials and craftsmanship in open baffle speaker design. 
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Following the introduction of the Rainier in the line of 
Hawthorne Audio Reference offerings is the K2 (details 
forthcoming) and other reference level speaker systems with 
naming conventions based on beautiful and enduring 
mountain ranges throughout the world. 

Specifications: 
Driver Complement:  15” Sterling Silver Iris mid bass driver, 
Silver Iris Reference AMT high frequency driver, 15” Sterling 
Silver Iris Augie bass augmenting driver. 

Construction:  Exotic hardwood baffle rigidly mounted to a 
rugged powder coated steel frame providing a striking 
aesthetic appeal and structural integrity.   

Crossover:  Purpose built and optimized passive filter 
networks featuring audiophile grade components throughout. 

Dimensions (approximate):  H-60” x W-22” x D-16” 

Frequency Response:  20 Hz to 20 Khz 

Efficiency:  Greater than 96 dB/watt/meter 

Recommended Amplifier Power:  User supplied amplifier 
rated from 2-200 watts per channel into the full-range driver 
components. Bass augmentation amplification is handled by 
the included stereo pair of dedicated amplifiers encased in 
matching hardwood enclosures. 
 

     

 

 

 

 


